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Abstract
Objectives: Study of sEMG signals of the hand gestures is important in designing hand prosthesis. Designing a
sEMG pattern recognition system to control a myoelectric hand using neural networks is the objective of this study.
Methods/ Statictical Analysis: The sEMG signal was acquired from flexor digitorumsuperficialis and extensor digitorum
muscle of the ten healthy subjects by performing 12 different hand gestures. Six parametric feature extraction algorithms
were applied to derive the prominent information from sEMG such as AR (Autoregressive) Burg, AR Yule Walker, AR
Covariance, AR Modified Covariance, Levinson Durbin Recursion and Linear Prediction Coefficient. Recognition of the
12 gestures is accomplished using General Regression Neural Network, Probabilistic Neural Network and Radial Basis
Function Neural Network. Findings: From the empirical results it was observed that the AR Burg and RBFNN combination
had the highest recognition accuracy rate of 94.04%. Investigation also proved that recognition accuracy of sEMG signals
were better for females when compare to males. It was also observed from the results that subjects in the age of 26-30
years had better muscle flexion compared to the other age groups studied. Application/ Improvements: In this paper the
feasibility of recognizing twelve hand gestures from the sEMG of the hand and finger movements using neural networks was
investigated. Six feature extraction algorithms and three neural networks were used to design algorithms for recognizing
the twelve hand gestures

Keywords: Surface Electromyography, Autoregressive, AR Burg, AR Yule Walker, AR Covariance, AR Modified Covariance,
Levinson Durbin Recursion, Linear Prediction Coefficient, Radial Basis Function Neural Network, Probabilistic Neural
Network, General Regression Neural Network

1. Introduction

Prosthetic arm is an artificial device that restores lost
body part. Upper limb amputation may occur through
trauma, illness or inborn defect1-3. Human Machine
Interface (HMI) is widely used to communicate and control the interactions between human and machine. HMI
detects the specific pattern activity and translates the pattern into meaningful control commands. Human beings
make various hand movements with several tasks such
as hand open, hand close which can be used to develop
HMI system. This system helps to improve quality level of
the amputees. Human–Machine Interfaces have received
more attention during the past decade4,5.
*Author for correspondence

sEMG is an investigation of electrical activity on
skeletal muscles which is recorded at the surface of the
skin. sEMG is broadly applied for rehabilitation, prosthetic arm control, medical detection and analysis of
muscles tiredness. sEMG is standard technique of analysis in HMI and it can be operated by trained person or
physician with minimum danger to the participants. One
of the advantages of sEMG is non invasive6-9.
In this study, twelve different hand gestures are
performed by the subjects for developing a prosthetic arm.
The proposed hand gestures are opening hand, closing
hand, thumb extension, thumb flexion, index extension,
index flexion, middle extension, middle flexion, ring
extension, ring flexion, little extension and little flexion.
Six feature extraction algorithms based on AR Burg,
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AR Yule Walker, AR Covariance, AR Modified Covariance,
Levinson Durbin Recursion and Linear Prediction
Coefficient has been applied to excerpt the features from
sEMG signals. The extracted features are classified using
General Regression Neural Network, Probabilistic Neural
Network and Radial Basis Function Neural Network.

2. Research Background
The sEMG signal is an electrical activity, initiated from
muscle fibers which are produced by mutual transfer of
ions from the muscle fiber membranes. A general model
of sEMG signal is given in equation 1


(1)

Where w(n) represents white Gaussian noise, x(n)
represents general model of sEMG signal, h(r) indicates
the MUAP (Motor Unit Action Potential), e(n) shows the
firing impulse and n is number of motor unit firings10.
In11the author proposed single channel sEMG for able
and amputee participants. This work proved single channel was suitable to classify four separate finger flexions.
Flexor digitorum superficial is muscle was used to extract
four different finger gestures. Wavelet maximum was used
to decompose sEMG and Twin Support Vector Machines
(TSVM) was used to identify four finger flexions.
Identification algorithm was verified on one trans-radial
amputated and 11 able-bodied subject. Identification
result of four finger gestures from single channel sEMG
showed that accuracy and sensitivity of 81% and 84%
for one trans-radial amputated and 93% and 94% for
able-bodied was achieved respectively. In12 the author
proposed identification of hand gestures using RBFNN
where two sEMG signals were collected from forearm to
classify five hand motions such as grip, open hand, wrist
flexion, wrist extension and rest position using Radial
Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN). Experimental
findings demonstrated that the highest average classification accuracy was 93% achieved using RBF based on
Root Mean Square (RMS), Auto Regressive model (AR)
and energy of WAVELET coefficients (WAVELET) combination. But RBF based auto regressive model achieved
85% only.
In13 the author explored a difference in three pattern
matching algorithms for decoding finger motions using
sEMG. 12 electrodes were located on the superficial flexor
muscles. 4 electrodes were positioned on the superficial
2
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extensor muscles of the upper arm. 13 hand movements
were classified in this study such as rest class, thumb flexion, thumb extension, index finger flexion, index finger
extension, middle finger flexion, middle finger extension,
ring finger flexion, ring finger extension, little finger flexion, little finger extension, thumb opposition and thumb
abduction. Feature extracted by using Mean Absolute
Values (MAV) and LDA (Linear Discriminate Analysis),
k-nn, MLP (Multi-Layer Perceptron) were used as classifiers. Highest classification accuracy of 80.66% was
achieved by LDA.
Electromyography grasp identification was proposed
in14. Feature extraction performed using sum of wavelet
decomposition coefficients and radial basis function kernel support vector machine was used as classifier. In this
investigation, six subjects were participated to perform
finger movements. Empirical results showed that average identification rate of 86% was achieved. Recognized
electromyographic grasp along with 8-bit microcontroller
was used to control five fingered robotic hands which
were used 70% routine events. In15 the author investigated
multi-channel sEMG for identification of Hand gestures,
six male subjects were picked for performing 11 types of
hand gestures. Features were extracted by using energy
ratio and concordance correlation. Cascaded-structure
classifier was used to identify hand gestures. Empirical
results showed that highest identification rate of 89%.
This study explores the possibility of recognizing
twelve different hand gestures using neural networks.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1 Signal Acquisition
sEMG signals are extracted using AD Instrument
bio-signal amplifier. The sEMG signal is acquired from
flexor digitorum superficial is and extensor digitorum
muscle of the healthy subject by five gold plated, cup
shaped Ag-AgCl electrodes are placed the over the right
forearm16,17. The skin is prepared with 70% of alcohol
wipes and sensors are adhered using medical-grade adhesive tapes. Each electrode is detached from the other by 2
cm. Ground electrode is located in bony surface. Forearm
electrode placement is shown in Figure 1.
Participants are placed in a comfortable chair wall and
they are asked not to generate any extra movements during the data acquisition. Subjects are informed prior about
the twelve different hand gestures tasks to be executed
by changing their hand position. The following hand
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g estures are performed by each subjects such as opening
hand, closing hand, thumb extension, thumb flexion,
index extension, index flexion, middle extension, middle
flexion, ring extension, ring flexion, little extension and
little flexion which are shown in Figure 2.
sEMG signals evoked through the twelve tasks which
are recorded. Each recording trial lasted for 5 seconds.
Ten trials are recorded for each task. Subjects are given
an interval of five minutes between the each trial and data
are collected in two sessions. Each session lasted five trials
per each task. 120 data sets are acquired per each subject
and a total of 1200 data samples from 10 subjects. Seven
of the ten subjects are male while three are female. The
sEMG signal is sampled at 400 Hz. Students and faculty

members of Karpagam University who have participated
in the experimental study voluntarily aged between 21 and
40 years. It was ensured that all participants are healthy
and free from medication during the course of the study.
During the signal acquisition, a notch filter is applied to
eliminate the 50 Hz power line noise.

3.2 Spectral Analysis
The spectral of raw signals is studied using Short-Time
Fourier Transform (STFT) to identify the frequency components for hand movement. STFT algorithm is applied
to identify the phase content and sinusoidal frequency of
a signal as it changes for different time intervals18. From
the Figure 3, it is observed that dominant frequency range
is from 0.1-150 Hz for twelve different hand movements
of subject10.

3.3 Preprocessing

Figure 1. Sensor location for sEMG signal recording.

The raw sEMG signals are processed to extract the
features. sEMG signals related to this study falls in the
range of 0-500 Hz, However the predominant frequency
lies in the interval of 10–150 Hz19. A band pass filter is
used to extract the frequency. This process also removes
the artifacts due to ambient noise and transducer noise.
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Figure 2. Twelve different finger movements (a) Open, (b) Close, (c) Thumb flexion, (d) Index flexion, (e) Middle flexion,
(f) Ring flexion, (g) Little flexion, (h) Thumb extension, (i) Index extension, (j) Middle extension, (k) Ring extension, (l) Little
extension.
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Figure 3. Spectrogram of subject 10 for twelve different finger movements (a) Close, (b) Open, (c) Thumb flexion, (d) Thumb
extension, (e) Index flexion, (f) Index extension, (g) Middle flexion, (h) Middle extension, (i) Ring flexion, (j) Ring extension,
(k) Little flexion, (l) Little extension.

Five frequency bands are extracted using chebyshev filter
to split the signal in the range of 45 Hz. The five frequency ranges are (0.1–45) Hz, (45–90) Hz, (90–135) Hz,
(135–180) Hz, (180-199) Hz. The preprocessed sEMG
signals are then applied to the feature extraction stage.

3.4 Power Spectral Density Features and
Their Estimation
The parametric spectrum estimation depends on the
previous information of the system20-24. Generally used
parametric method is the AR method. For the AR
method, the coefficient of a signal at particular instance
4
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is derived by adding the coefficient of the past samples
and summing the error estimation25-27. pth model order
of Autoregressive (AR) process is given by


(2)

Where indicates AR coefficients, p indicates the model
order, x(n) represents sEMG signal at the sampled point
n and e(n) indicates the error term independent of previous samples. Thus, in order to obtain the estimates of AR
coefficient six feature extraction algorithms have been
used, such as AR Burg, AR Yule Walker, AR Covariance,
AR Modified Covariance, Levinson Durbin Recursion
and Linear Prediction Coefficient.
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3.4.1 AR Burg Method
This method uses least squares sense techniques to
minimize the forward and backward prediction errors
for identifying AR coefficients by fitting AR model to the
sEMG signals27. The major benefits of the Burg estimation
are high frequency resolution, stability and very efficient
computation. The burg method generates the reflection
coefficient automatically without the interference of
autocorrelation function.

3.4.2 AR Yule-Walker Method
This method uses least squares sense techniques to
minimize the forward prediction errors for identifying AR
coefficients by fitting AR model to the sEMG signals. Biased
estimates of the signal’s autocorrelation function are also
used to calculate coefficients. AR Yule Walker technique
gives a stable output for all pole models. The AR coefficients are extracted by solving the normal equations27.

=

are solved in order to obtain the results of the covariance
techniques 27,

 (7)

Where,
 (8)
In this method, for calculating autocorrelation matrix
windowing is not necessary.

3.4.4 AR Modified Covariance Method
This method uses least squares sense techniques to minimize the forward and backward prediction errors for
identifying AR coefficients by fitting AR model to the
sEMG signals27. The linear equations are solved along with
equation (7) in order to obtain the results of the modified
covariance techniques.



(9)

3.4.5 Levinson-Durbin Recursive Algorithm


(3)

Once the AR parameters have been estimated, then
the AR spectral estimate is computed as


(4)

Where,

An alternative technique of evaluating the AR coefficients
is provided by Levinson-Durbin recursive algorithm.
The method utilizes the important property that the
coefficient of AR (k) process can be evaluated from the
parameters of AR (k-1) plus k value of the auto correlation function. First order AR coefficient of the signal is
first obtained thus, the algorithm proceeds recursively up
to the order p.

 (5)
b(0)=



(10)

(6)

3.4.3 AR Covariance Method
This method uses least squares sense techniques to
minimize the forward prediction errors for identifying
AR coefficients by fitting AR model to the sEMG signals. When comparing the Yule-Walker AR estimation,
Covariance AR estimation produces higher resolution
spectrum for short data records. The linear equations
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Where

is the p*p matrix


a=



(11)

(12)
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Where is auto correlation matrix
a is prediction co efficient
p is prediction order
is vector
The parameters are estimated by


(13)

3.4.6 Linear Prediction Coefficient Analysis
(LPC)
In sEMG modeled LPC, every coefficient is evaluated as
linear weighted sum of the previous p coefficient, where p
indicates prediction order. When x (n) is the current coefficient, then it is foreseen by the previous p coefficients as


(14)

Levinson-Durbin recursive algorithm is used to
calculate a liner prediction coefficient which is known
as LPC analysis28,29. In all the six feature extraction techniques model order is fixed as 4 for better accuracy based
on trial and error process and ten features are extracted
for each task per trial. A total dataset consisting of 120
data samples for each subject is obtained to train and test
the neural network. Figure 4 shows PSD plot using AR
Burg, from the plot it is observed that every movement is
taken into this experiment has unique pattern.

3.5 SignalClassification
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is mainly used to
identify the muscle activation from sEMG signal. While
using ANN, the number of variables are minimized
and abstained from establishing a complex mathematical model30-32. In this study, General Regression Neural
Network, Probabilistic Neural Network and Radial Basis
Function Neural Network are used to classify the sEMG
data signals.
One of the special cases of multilayer neural networks
is RBFNN which has four nodes such as input node, hidden node, pattern node and output node33-35. Hidden
nodes perform radius distance between training and testing vector which is called radial basis function. Gaussian
function is one of the important radial basis functions.
The output node uses the least squares techniques for
continuous learning.
PNN is predominantly a classifier which creates
probability density functions in pattern layer by applying
supervised training. It has four nodes such as input node,
hidden node, pattern node and output node. PNN uses
6
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competitive learning based on multivariate probability
estimation36,37 GRNN and PNN have same architectures,
but the fundamentals are different38-40. The target variable
of the GRNN is continuous which performs regression
while the target variable of the PNN is categorically performing classification.
For training and testing the neural networks 75% and
100% of data are used consequentially. The input, output
and hidden neurons are namely 10, 10 and 4 respectively
to identify the hand movements. The testing error factor
is set as 0.1 and the training error factor is set as 0.001.

4. Result and Discussion
4.1 Network based Classification
The performance of the RBFNN is shown in Figure 5,
for the six parametric feature sets. It is observed that AR
Burg outdid the other feature sets with the highest mean
accuracy of 94.04% for subject 10 and the lowest mean
accuracy of 89.92% for subject 7. The next best performance is observed for the AR Yule feature sets at 92.38%
for subject 10 and the lowest mean accuracy for the same
feature sets is 89.58% for subject 7. Figure 6, depicts the
classification accuracy of PNN for the six parametric
features, it is evident from the result that AR Burg again
outperformed other feature sets with the highest mean
accuracy of 92.16% for subject 10 and the lowest mean
accuracy of 89.21% for subject 7.
The classification accuracy of GRNN with six parametric features are shown in Figure 7, again it is observed
that the maximum classification accuracy is with the AR
Burg feature sets at 92.04% for subject 10 and the lowest
mean accuracy of 88.75% for subject 7. In network based
classification, RBFNN is well identified pattern this is
because of the advantages of easy design, good generalization ability and good tolerance to input noise.

4.2 Subject based Classification
From the 180 developed network models, it is seen that the
data from subject 10 is obtained highest accuracy levels in
the range of 90.37% to 94.04% as shown in Figure 8. The
least performance accuracy is observed for subject 7 with
a range of 88.04% to 89.92% as shown in Figure 9. Subject
10 participated in the experiments for a long period when
comparing to other subjects. The muscular flexion is also
better in the subject at fitness training on daily basis. While
subject 7 has a lanky physique. The other eight subjects
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Figure 4. PSD plot for 12 different hand movements of subject 10 using AR Burg method. (a)close (b) open (c) thumb
extension (d) thumb flexion (e) index extension (f) index flexion (g) middle extension (h) middle flexion (i) ring extension (j)
ring flexion (k) little extension (l) little flexion

Figure 5. Classification results of RBFNN using six
parametric features

Figure 6. Classification results of PNN using six parametric
features.
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Figure 7. Classification results of GRNN using six
parametric features.

Figure 8. Classification results of subject10 for three neural
networks using six parametric features.
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are healthy who have not any regular fitness exercises. The
next best performances are seen in female subjects who
are discussed in detail in the next section.

4.3 Gender based Classification
The gender based classification results for three neural
networks are shown in Figure 10, 11 and 12. It is observed
from the results that the females performed better than
males in all the cases without performing any regular
fitness training. Mean accuracy range for the female
subjects with RBFNN varies from 90.21% to 92.25% and
mean accuracy range for the male subjects with RBFNN
varies from 90.54% to 91.92%.
In gender based classification, females found easier to
control the system than males because females are significantly more fatigue resistance than males and also they
are capable to sustain their task longer than males41.

Figure 11. Gender based Classification for PNN using six
parametric features.

Figure 12. Gender based Classification for GRNN using
six parametric features.

4.4 Age Group based Classification
An analysis is also attempted to see the variations in the
performance of the algorithms based on the age group of
the subjects. The ten subject data are split into three categories namely 21-25 years, 26-30 years and 31-40 years.
The performance results are shown in Figure 13 to 15.
It is observed from the results that sEMG data is
collected from the subjects in the age group of 25-30 years

Figure 9. Classification results of subject7 for three neural
networks using six parametric features.

Figure 10. Gender based Classification for RBFNN using
six parametric features.

8
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Figure 13. Age group based Classification for RBFNN
using six parametric features.

Figure 14. Age group based Classification for PNN using
six parametric features.

Figure 15. Age group based Classification for GRNN using
six parametric features.
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has better performance accuracies when comparing to the
other age groups which is seen in all the three networks
used. Highest performance accuracies are again observed
for the AR Burg feature sets for all the networks.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, the feasibility of recognizing twelve hand
gestures from the sEMG of the hand and finger movements, neural networks were investigated. Six feature
autoregressive algorithms and three neural networks
were used to design a suitable algorithm for recognizing
the twelve hand gestures. sEMG data from ten subjects
were collected which was used in the experiments. It was
observed from the empirical results that the AR Burg
and RBFNN combination had the highest recognition
accuracy rate of 94.04%. Investigations also proved that
recognition accuracy of sEMG signals were better for
females when comparing to males. It was also observed
from the results that the subjects at the age of 26-30 years
had better muscle flexion when comparing to the other
age groups in this study. However, the study is required to
verify the performance of the proposed algorithms in the
online recognition of sEMG signals which can be applied
in HMI.
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